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Small and medium businesses (SMBs) often contend
with the same storage growth challenges as large
enterprises, but with limited IT staff and resources.
The Dell ™ AX4-5 storage array is designed to help SMBs
consolidate their data to a streamlined, scalable, highperformance storage environment in a cost-effective,
easy-to-manage way.
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high-performance Serial Attached SCSI

•

Capacity needs grow
beyond capabilities
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•
•

(SAS) drives typically suited for demand-

File data grows
Spikes in file traffic disrupt
application performance

3

•
•

Multiple application servers need expansion
Utilization and manageability become a concern

ing applications with cost-effective, high-

NAS

capacity Serial ATA (SATA) drives
typically suited for backup and archiving.
The array supports up to 64 servers and
can provide up to 60 TB of capacity when
configured with the maximum of 60 hard

Internal storage
(both file and application data)
Less than 25 employees

drives, while optional dual controllers help

Additional DAS systems
(both file and application data)
Up to 150 employees

DAS and NAS systems
(separate file and application data)
Up to 150 employees

increase availability, reliability, and performance for critical applications.

4 Networked storage

Integrated EMC® Navisphere® Express

Unified storage
(both file and application data)

and Navisphere Manager software help
simplify array installation and provisioning, while EMC SnapView™, MirrorView™,
and SAN Copy™ software provide advanced
data protection, replication, and migration

•

+

Storage consolidation
brings need for high
availability

NAS

SAN and NAS systems
(separate file and application data)

features. Key features like snapshots and
SAN

full-volume copies can provide multiple
advantages as part of an overall backup
and recovery strategy:

Figure 1. Typical stages of storage growth for small and medium businesses
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assessment services that can help orga-

“The Dell AX4-5 is designed to provide
the alternative SMBs are looking for—
a cost-effective, simplified, flexible
storage array for organizations that
want to consolidate their storage to
a SAN for the first time or to deploy a
SAN at a remote office.”

nizations understand their existing storage environments and how to meet their
specific requirements for data archiving,
capacity management, data retention,
and other aspects of storage. By taking
advantage of these services and the Dell
AX4-5 array, SMBs can gain the benefits
of storage consolidation previously available only to large enterprises—including
streamlined management, enhanced scalability, and high performance.
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For more information on iSCSI and Fibre Channel, see “iSCSI: Changing the Economics of Storage; Part 1—Understanding iSCSI in Enterprise Environments,” by Travis Vigil, in Dell Power Solutions, May 2007, DELL.COM/
Downloads/Global/Power/ps2q07-20070335-Vigil.pdf; and “iSCSI: Changing the Economics of Storage; Part 3—Using iSCSI in Small and Medium Businesses,” by Travis Vigil, in Dell Power Solutions, November 2007, DELL.COM/
Downloads/Global/Power/ps4q07-20070402-Vigil.pdf.
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